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Abstract 
Two protocols for implementing n-writer m-reader atomic registers with l-writer m-reader 
atomic registers are described. In order to give complete proofs, a theory of interprocess com- 
munication is presented first. The correctness of a protocol that implements an atomic register 
is proved here in two stages: (1) a formulation of higher-level specifications and a proof that 
the protocol satisfies these specifications. (2) a proof of atomicity assuming that the specifica- 
tions hold. This division enables a better understanding of the protocols, and the fact that both 
protocols share the same higher-level specifications reduces the length of the correctness proof. 
The difference between the two protocols is that in the first the readers do not write at all, 
while in the second they do. The first protocol is space efficient, while the second is time 
efficient. 
1. Preface 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the question of implementing n-writer m-reader 
atomic registers, with single-writer m-reader atomic registers. Recall that an n-writer 
m-reader register is a shared variable that each of n specified processes can access for 
writing and that m processes can access for reading. Atomicity of a register means 
intuitively that the read and write operations can be conceived as durationless. At any 
moment, the atomic register holds a value - the value last written by a process - and 
any read of the register should return this most recent value. A l-to-m register is called 
here “single-writer” and its owner is the process that can write on it. A register that 
can be written by several processes is called a “multi-writer” register. In these terms, 
our problem is to implement a multi-writer multi-reader atomic register with single- 
writer multi-reader atomic registers. “To implement” means to find a read/write protocol 
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so that executing the protocol provably simulates atomic read and write operation 
executions. 
A variant of this problem which will not be dealt with here, is to implement the 
atomic register with single-writer single-reader atomic registers. Since single-writer 
single-reader atomic registers can be used to implement a single-writer multi-reader 
atomic register, it is clearly possible to use single-reader registers on the basis of the 
result given here. References to such implementations are the three papers published in 
the 1987 ACM PODC Symposium (Singh et al. [21], Burns and Peterson [8], Newman- 
Wolf [ 171, and Haldar and Vidyasankar [lo]. Haldar and Vidyasankar [ 111 make an 
interesting comment. 
A possible solution to this implementation problem is to require every writer to actu- 
ally write not only the message but also the present time. Then, the reader 
reads all process-owned registers and chooses the most recent one as representing 
the value of the implemented multi-writer register. However, such a solution is unac- 
ceptable here since we do not assume that the processes, possibly located in differ- 
ent sites, maintain coherent clocks. Even if coherents clocks were allowed, their use 
would require a potentially infinite number of values. “Logical clocks” (programs that 
simulate coherent clocks) would present the same problem of unbounded values. We 
insist that all values have a finite bound (which may depend on the number of pro- 
cesses). 
While mutual-exclusion protocols guarantee exclusive access to a shared resource 
and thereby can be used to solve the multi-writer atomic register problem (by not al- 
lowing concurrent access to the register), they nonetheless require the use of wait 
statements (commands). Wait statements, to some extent, contradict the nature of 
distributivity because they may force processes to depend on one another, and so 
any solution that requires some process to wait for another is ruled out. Specifically, 
we require that for some k no process executes a protocol in more than k read/ 
write operations, where k is a parameter that depends only on the number of pro- 
cesses. 
The paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 give the basics: there we 
develop a version of the theory of interprocess communication of Lamport [14] which 
incorporate some ideas of Gischer and Pratt (see [ 19]), and present a characterization 
of atomic registers due to Peterson and Burns [ 181. In Section 4 our first solution to the 
multi-writer atomic register problem is given, and Section 5 contains its time-efficient 
version. The impatient reader may want to look first at the protocol of Section 4.2, it 
is the heart of the paper. 
Wait-free implementations of multi-writer atomic registers were published by Peter- 
son and Bums [ 181, Li and Vitanyi [ 161, Israeli and Li [ 121, Israeli and Shaham [ 131, 
and Li et al. [ 151. An overview and discussion of the differences between the two 
protocols given here and in references [ 13, 151 is given in the last section, which also 
contains some historical comments. The main conclusion of our investigation is that 
allowing the readers to write induces protocols that are more time efficient, but this 
time efficiency is obtained at the price of using more space. 
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2. Introduction to system executions 
This section presents first intuitively and then formally several elements of the theory 
of interprocess communication, the problem we solve and the notions used. Readers 
familiar with the subject may proceed to Section 4, and return only to see the exact 
form of our definitions which are sometimes different from those appearing in the cited 
references. We want to model the situation where several independent processors at 
different sites communicate with one another in executing their programs. A particular 
run of these programs will be modelled by a system execution, which is a mathematical 
structure we intend to describe. 
Since the processors are not assumed to be synchronized, the events they generate 
in executing their programs may overlap in time. Thus the precedence relation on 
these events is not necessarily a linear ordering, and will later be characterized as an 
interval-ordering. 
The set of events that correspond to a single processor is called a process. So 
a typical system execution consists of several processes - one for each processor. 
A process consists of event occurrences, or events for short, which correspond to 
the instructions in the program executed by the processor (and are hence also called 
operation executions). The events can be internal (e.g., addition of two numbers) 
or communication events. While internal operations deal with variables that can be 
accessed only by their process, communication between processes is done here with 
registers (globally shared variables). Each register has a range of values that it can 
carry, and it supports two kinds of operations: writing and reading. Any write onto 
the register erases the previous value, that is, registers have no queue. The value of a 
register may consist of several fields. Usually, one field contains the message which 
interests the user of the register, and the other fields are coordinating values. 
Each register has a specified list of writers and readers. These are the processes that 
are allowed to write or read the register. A register with n writers and m readers is 
called an n-to-m register. When n = 1 the register is said to be single-writer, and its 
only writer is called the owner of the register. 
Larnport [14] classifies registers as safe, regular or atomic according to their behavior 
when a read is concurrent with a write. Only regular and atomic registers will be defined 
and used in this paper (in Definitions 2.8 and 2.12). Informally, a register is atomic if 
any read/write operation execution can be represented by a single point in time. 
Since the processors are not assumed to be “aware” of the time at which their 
operations were executed, it is not the exact time but rather the order between the 
events that counts. For this reason, in defining system executions we only retain the 
precedence relation between the events and not their timing. A system execution is a 
structure that, besides the precedence relation, gives relevant information on any event: 
to which process the event belongs, to which command in the program it corresponds, 
and so on. 
Typically, every process is an execution of a program written in some computer 
language. It is not important for us to specify the language, all we need is that the 
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language also contains instructions for writing and reading registers. The program spec- 
ifies what instruction to perform after a given one, but it does not specify how the 
different events of the concurrent processes overlap or interleave in time. For example, 
it is possible that in one run the ith operation execution in process P is executed be- 
fore the jth operation in process Q, while in another run the order is reversed, or the 
two events are overlapping. Different runs of the programs can give rise to different 
sets of events with different temporal relations. Each particular run is described by a 
system execution, and the set of all possible runs of the programs describes the system 
resulting from the programs. 
In order to motivate the consideration of time-intervals and the notion of regular reg- 
isters, think about the following situation. Suppose two processes: Writer and Reader, 
where Writer can write onto register R and Reader reads it. The register R comprises, 
say, two relay stations, Relay1 and Relay2, and the actual way the write and read 
are implemented is the following. The write-operation “write(R; u),, is performed by 
making (telephonic) connections from the location of Writer to Relay1 and then to 
Relay2 and depositing the value v in these stations. The reading is done by connecting 
a single relay station (the first to which there is a connection) and obtaining the value. 
Such an arrangement may have the advantage of quicker access for the Reader in case 
of busy lines. Now look at the following scenario: The register R carries the value 0 
in its two relays and Writer changes it to 1 by first calling Relay1 and then Relay2. 
In between these two calls, Reader is doing two read operations, rl and r2, one after 
the other. The first read, r1, calls Relay1 and obtains the new value 1. The second 
read, r2, finds the line to Relay1 busy and obtains Relay2 before it was updated by the 
Writer and returns the value 0. That is, even though 1 was written after 0, to Reader 
it seems as though 0 was in the register after 1. This somewhat paradoxical situation 
is called the inversion phenomenon. Inversion is not possible with atomic registers, but 
is a typical possibility with regular registers. 
Suppose now that two Writers are allowed to access Relay1 and Relay2. It is possible 
then for the following anomaly to happen: two write operations by the two Writers 
are interleaved in such a way that Relay1 obtains the value 0 and Relay2 the value 
1. Thus different reads may get different values depending on which relay they access. 
(Some authors think that such a device is not a register at all, and they limit the notion 
of a regular register to a single writer.) 
As this example shows, analysis of read and write events requires looking at their 
subevents and necessitates the representation of events by periods (time-intervals) rather 
than points. 
2.1. Interval ordering 
Our formal discussion begins here with the definition of “interval ordering”. Let 
(L, <L) be a linear order and let I and J be non-empty intervals in L. Then set: 
Definition 2.1. Z + J iff Vx E I Vy E J(x CL y). 
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For concreteness, the intervals can be assumed to be closed to the left and open 
to the right. That is, of the form Z = [a,b) where a is denoted begin(Z), and b is 
denoted end(Z). Then we have Z + J iff end(Z) < begin(J). This convention is not 
essential, but it has the advantage that if two intervals have a non-empty intersection 
then their intersection is an interval of this form. This makes the formulation and proof 
of Theorem 2.10 smoother. 
On any set of intervals of a linear ordering L, + is a partial ordering, characterized 
by the following Russell-Wiener property (see [9, 141): 
Z+J,K#J,K+L =+ Z+L. 
The importance of this property comes from the following question (answered in 
Theorem 2.3). Given some partial ordering (A, <), under what condition is it repre- 
sented by the relation + defined above on a set of intervals of some linear ordering L? 
That is, when is there a map p from A onto a set of intervals such that a< b 8 ~(a) < 
0) ? 
Definition 2.2. A partial ordering (A, <) is called an interval partial ordering iff for 
every u,b,c,d E A 
(a < b,c #b,c < d) + a < d. 
Theorem 2.3 (Wiener [23]). Suppose (A, <) is un interval partial ordering. Then 
(A, c) is isomorphic to a set of intervals of some linear order, partially ordered 
with 4. 
Since we only deal with countable posets (partially ordered sets), the set of intervals 
can be taken as rational intervals. In fact, our posets are not only countable, but satisfy 
the stronger requirement that for any x the set of those y’s for which x #y is finite. 
The earliest reference to the theory of time-intervals is [23] (see [9]). Wiener proves 
there the representation theorem stated above (and acknowledges B. Russell for this 
concept of interval ordering). A proof of the representation theorem can also be found 
in [l, 5,9]. Lamport [ 141 emphasized the importance of interval orderings to the study 
of systems. 
2.2. Definition of system executions and their representations 
In this subsection we define the notions global-time models, system executions and 
representations. These notions are all abstractions of different aspects of executions of 
systems. 
Definition 2.4 (Lamport [14]). 1. A global-time model is a structure Y = (E, <gp) 
where E is a set (called the set of events) and <y is a partial order relation on E 
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such that the following holds. Suppose kY is defined on E by a 4, b iff 1 (b <y a). 
Then 
(a) a <y b +Y c <y d implies a <,Y d. (This is the Russell-Wiener property. So 
<y is an interval partial ordering.) 
(b) For any a E E, {x E E 1 x 4, a} is finite, (Finiteness Property) (It follows that a 
global-time model is countable, and it can be infinite.) 
2. We say that (E,p) is a representation of the model (E, < y) iff for each e E E, 
p(e) is an interval in the real line, and ei <y e2 iff p(ei) < p(e2). 
The following property [5] can easily be seen to hold in any global-time model, and 
is in fact equivalent to the Russell-Wiener property: 
a $b <yc &d implies a &d. 
A global-time model reflects only the temporal features of the system run and no 
other information. For example, it does not tell which events in E are reads and which 
are writes, and what values are attached to these events. A comprehensive model of 
executions of a program must give all the information that is relevant to the program’s 
correctness. Our system executions are such models. These are two-sorted structures, 
that is, to say, they contain two types of elements: events and “fixed objects” (such 
as programs, possible values of registers etc.), and relations and functions over these 
elements. 
Definition 2.5. A system execution is a structure Y = (E, C, < y,F) such that (E, < y) 
is a global-time model, C is a set (of “fixed objects”), and F is a collection of functions 
and relations (defined on E U C). (For brevity, the parameter C may be omitted.) 
This definition is certainly too wide (it can accommodate any first-order structure), 
but it serves our purpose, which is to give a formal framework for proving the cor- 
rectness of the protocols. (More realistic models and further discussion of system ex- 
ecutions can be found in [ 1,2,4]. 
In this paper, a system execution 9’ = (E,C, < y,F) has the following objects in 
C and F: 
1. A finite list of registers, and for each register, R, a set Xn c E of events “con- 
nected with R”. Xn is a disjoint union of two sets: the “read of R” events and the 
“write onto R” events. A function value (in F) is defined on Xn: When r E XR is a 
read of R, then value(r) is called “the return value” of r, and when w E Xa is a write 
event, then value(w) is called “the value written by w”. The range of value is finite. 
A specific write we E Xn is called “the initialization write”, and ualue(wo) is called 
the “initial value of R”. It is assumed that we <y x for any other x E Xn. 
2. A finite list of process names, and a map that assigns each event in E to a 
process. The process is identified with the set of events associated to it; thus we say 
“event e is in process p or (‘P executes e”). 
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For each register it is specified which process can write on it and which can read 
it. A process need not be serial. 
3. A program is associated with a process. The process is said then to “execute” 
this program. We will not describe the language and semantics of these programs, but 
make the following remarks. 
(a) The language includes read and write instructions such as “read( R;x)” and 
“write(R; v)“, which are the only way a register can be accessed. 
(b) Each event in process P is mapped to an instruction in the program of P, and 
these events together with the value function form an execution of the program (this 
mapping is in F). The read/write events in P are mapped to read/write instructions, 
and are also called “operation executions”. 
Remark. The following remarks are in order. 
l Some writers use the word “process” for what we call “system execution” - a record 
of a particular execution - but we reserve the word “process” to denote a “program 
in execution”, one program out of many communicating programs governing the 
system execution. 
l If F consists of only one function f: E - C, where C is a fixed set (an alphabet) 
then (E, C, <y,F) is a pomset (partially ordered multiset, described by Pratt [19]). 
While pomsets suffice in many cases, we found it convenient to add to the monadic 
predicates functions and relations, and hence our more general definition. 
l Pratt [19] does not restrict the partial orderings d used in the pomsets - here we 
require them to be interval orderings. 
l System executions were introduced by Lamport [14]. Our Definition 2.5 differs on 
two main points: 
1. In [14] a system execution is a structure (E, -,---->) where E is a set (of events) 
and the relations - and ----> satisfy some properties. The precedence relation - 
is not required to be an interval ordering and does not necessarily satisfy the Russell- 
Wiener property. If it does, then the system execution is said to satisfy the global-time 
axiom. The reason we choose to work with global-time models and a discussion of 
these issues can be found in Ben-David [6] and Abraham et al. [l, 2,4]. It follows 
from this work that our protocols are valid even if global-time is not assumed, and 
our proof can be converted to one which does not use global-time. 
2. The collections C and F of fixed objects and predicates do not appear in Lam- 
port’s definition and any function or predicate is considered as external. Thus, assuming 
global-time, the term “system execution” as defined by Lamport [14] is equivalent to 
our “global-time model”. 
Definition 2.6. A representation of a system execution Y = (E, (9, F) is a repre- 
sentation (E,p) of the underlying global-time model (E, < 9) of Y. (See Definition 
2.4(2)). 
So, by Theorem 2.3, any system execution has a representation. 
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2.3. Serial and regular registers 
Following Lamport [14], registers will be classified: serial and regular registers will 
be defined now. Then, in Section 2.4, augmentations will be discussed, and this will 
enable the definition of atomic registers in Section 2.5. 
Definition 2.7. Let Y = (E, < Y,F) be a system execution, and #Y be the relation 
derived by negating and reversing KY (see Definition 2.4). Let w,r E E be a write 
and a read event on some register R in Y. We say that r sees w iff w #Y r and there 
is no write w* E E to register R such that w <y w* c y r. 
(This definition is based on the one given by Lamport [14] but differs in that there 
(in Definition 9), a read sees a sequence of values while here a read sees a set of 
write events.) The idea is that r cannot see a write that comes after it, and cannot see 
a write w if it is masked by some write w* with w <y w* <y r. 
Observe that since the initial write is assumed to precede any read, and as only 
finitely many events precede a given event, any read of a register sees at least one 
write onto that register: Namely, if r is a read event then {w E E 1 w is a write on R 
such that w <y r} is a non-empty finite set of events, and if w is maximal in the set 
then r sees w. 
Definition 2.8. Let Y = (E, C, <,y,F) be a system execution, and let R be a register 
in the register list of Y. 
1. We say R is serial in Y iff all read and write events on R in E are linearly 
ordered by <y, and for any read r E E, value(r) is the value of the (unique) write 
onto R that r sees. 
2. We say R is regular in Y iff for any read r of R there is a write w onto R that 
r sees and such that value(w) = ualue(r). In other words, R is regular iff there is a 
map o on the reads, r, of R such that: 
(a) w(r) is a write onto R. 
(b) r sees o(r). 
(c) The value returned by r is the value written by o(r). 
We call a map satisfying (a$, (b) above regular; if it satisfies (a), (b), and (c) then 
it is called a regular return map. 
The two relays register described above, for example, is regular. So the inversion 
phenomenon is possible for regular registers. (If the writer is sequential, then regularity 
prevents a triple inversion. That is, there are no three reads with inversion occurring 
for any pair.) 
2.4. Augmentations of system executions 
Definition 2.9. 1. Global-time model P’* = (E*, < *) is said to augment Y = (E, <u) 
iff E* = E, and for all a,b E E if a<yb then a<*b. 
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2. System execution Y* = (E*,C’, c*,F*) augments system execution Y = 
(E, C, <y,F) iff the underlying global-time model (E*, <*) of Y* augments the one 
ofY,C=C’andF=F*. 
Note that we require that E = E* in the definition of augment. Lamport uses the 
term “extension” for what we call here (following Pratt [19]) augment. We prefer to 
reserve the term “extension” to those cases when E c E* is allowed. 
Given a system execution Y and a representation, p of it, any shrinking of the 
intervals of &x) naturally defines an augmentation of Y. The following theorem of 
Lamport (stated in [ 141 without proof) shows that any augmentation of Y can be 
obtained in this way. The theorem will be used to prove Corollary 2.16, but it is not 
essential for the understanding of our protocols. 
Theorem 2.10 (Lamport [14]). Let Y = (E, -KY) and Y = (E, ~5.) be global-time 
models, and assume that Y augments 9’. Suppose that M is a representation of Y 
that maps E into left-closed right-open intervals. Then there is a representation ~1 
of 9 such that, for any e E E, p,(e) is a subinterval of b(e). 
The requirement that the intervals are half open and half closed is made to avoid 
trivial counterexamples. (For instance, if Y contains two incomparable vents a and 
b, and if M(a) = h(b) are points, then the theorem does not hold.) Of course, our 
decision to take left-closed rather than right-closed intervals is arbitrary. 
Proof of Theorem 2.10. For this proof, say that p is a partial representation of Y 
iff 
(1) p is defined on E and its range is a set of intervals. 
(2) for any a, b E E if ,u(a) + p(b) then a <Y b (4 is the partial order relation on 
intervals defined in Definition 2.1), 
(3) for any b E E, p(b) + p(x) for all x’s except for a finite set. 
(p is not necessarily a representation since the implication 2 above is not an @state- 
ment.) If ,Q is as in the theorem above then it is a partial representation of Y because 
if b(a) + b(b), then a < yb and hence a < yb. II 
A partial representation $ is is said to be a rejnement of partial representation p 
iff for any e E E ,a’(e) is a subinterval of p(e). As we shall prove in the next lemma, 
for any given partial representation ~1 of Y, and for a, b E E with a <r b, there is a 
refinement p’ of p which is a partial representation of 9 and such that p’(a) 4 p’(b). 
Then the theorem follows from the lemma thus: Let {(ai, bi) 1 i >O} be an enumeration 
of all pairs a <Z b in Y that are new (i.e., such that la < 9 b). Observe that x E E 
can appear only finitely many times as ai or as bi (this is so by the finiteness property). 
Starting with ~0, use Lemma 2.11 to define inductively partial representations p; such 
that pi+1 refines pi, pi+i(ai) 4 ,ai+l(bi), but pi+i(X) = pi(x) for all x $ {ai,bi}. By 
our observation above, for each x E E there is an ic such that pi(X) = pj(x) for all 
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i,jaio. Then let p be the limit of the pi’s That is, p(x) = I iff there is an io such 
that for all i aio, pi(x) = I. 
Lemma 2.11. Let 5 = (E, -CT) be a global-time model and p a partial represen- 
tation of F. Let a and b be events in E with a -CT b. Then there is a rejinement 
p’ of p that is a partial representation of F such that p’(a) + p’(b), and such that 
Vx E E \ {a, b} p(x) = p’(x). 
Proof. Let 4, be derived from < 5 (as in Definition 2.4). Given a <y b, define 
U={~~E(u&a}and V={vEEIb&v}.ThepropertyofAnger 
shows that if u E U and u E V then u & v; so that p(u) # p(u) and thus 
begiMp( < end(p(u)). 
(Recall that we decided to use left-closed right-open intervals.) U and V are non-empty 
as a E U and b E V. By the finiteness property it follows that U is finite. Using this, 
let ua E U be with maximal begin(p(uo)). (That is, begin(p(u))< begin(p(uo)) for 
all u E U.) Let vo E V be with minimal end@(v)), v E V. (Existence of such a 
minimal us follows from property (3) of p, namely that there are only finitely many 
v’s with p(b) 74 p(v), and among these we can pick our uc in V.) As we argued, 
begin(p(uo)) c end(p(vc)). Pick any point m with begin(p(uo)) < m < end(p(vo)). 
Then define the intervals I and J by 
Z = ~(a) n (-cqm) and J = p(b) n [m, CX). 
Clearly I + J. Note that these intervals are not empty. For example, J = 8 implies 
end (p(b))<m < end(p(vo)), and this contradicts the minimal&y of ug (as b E V). 
Observe that (by maximal&y of ua and minimality of us): 
Vx E U I# p(x) and Vy E V p(y) 74 J. (2.1) 
Now set $(a) = Z, p’(b) = J, and ,u’(x) = ,u(x) for all other x’s. This defines the 
new refinement p’, 
Why is /.J again a partial representation of #? Item 3 of the definition of partial 
representation holds for any refinement of p; so we have to check item 2. Since p’ 
only changes the intervals of a and b, and as I < J, only pairs that involve either a or 
b (but not both) should be checked. There are four types of such pairs, and we leave 
the details of this checking to the reader. 0 
2.5. Serializability 
The concept of an atomic register will be described in this subsection. Recall that 
register R is serial in a system execution Y iff the read and write events (on R) 
are linearly ordered by <y, and every read returns the value of the last write that 
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preceded it. We cannot expect a register to be serial in every system execution. This 
is so because we assumed no control over the timing of the event execution by the 
independent processes, and some overlap of event periods is unavoidable. What we 
can hope for, however, is that the read and write events appear as though they were 
serial - the user of the system has no way to tell that they are not so. This leads to 
the definition of atomic (= serializable) registers in a system execution. 
Definition 2.12. Register R is atomic in a system execution Y iff 9’ has an augmen- 
tation in which R is serial. 
Let Y = (E, C, <Y,F) be a system execution, R be a register (multiple or single- 
writer), and suppose that besides the read/write events (on R) E may possibly contain 
other events. We want to characterize when R is atomic in 9’. 
Definition 2.13. Let w be a regular return map defined on the reads of R (see Definition 
2.8). 
1. For each write w onto R (including the initialization write) define B(w), the block 
of w, to include w and all reads r of R with w(r) = w. 
2. Define the following relation on the blocks: B -&, B’ iff B # B’ and there are 
eventsxEB, ~~B’withxcspy. 
Observe that if register R is serial, then the blocks are convex intervals in the order 
< 9. This implies then that if B -&, B’ then for all x E B and y E B’, x <Y y. Thus 
+ contains no cycles in case R is serial. 
Theorem 2.14. Register R is atomic in Y &T there is a regular return map o such 
that the relation +, on the blocks contains no cycles. 
Proof. For the first direction assume that R is atomic in 9’. So there is a system 
execution Y that augments 9, and so that R is serial in Y. For any read r in Y 
there is a single write onto R that r sees in Y (because the operations on R in Y are 
linearly ordered). Let o(r) be that write. It is easy to check that w is regular in 9’. 
Since R is serial in Y, -&, contains no cycles in .Y. But then, since F augments Y, 
+w contains no cycles in Y as well. 
For the second direction assume that a function o as in the theorem exists for the 
system execution Y. We must augment <y to a suitable linear ordering on the set of 
read/write operation executions on R. 
Since +,, contains no cycles, the set of blocks can be linearly ordered by a linear 
order that extends -& Then the members of each block can be ordered by putting 
the write event first in its block, and then linearly ordering all the reads in the block 
by extending the given partial ordering < 9. This results in a linear order < 1 of all 
operation executions on R. It easily follows that < 1 augments <y. Extending < I 
over all of E will end the proof of the theorem. 
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However, extending this < 1 over all of E may cause the following problem which 
we will show how to overcome. < 1 is only defined on the operations on R, but the 
set of events E may contain operations on registers other than R. The problem in 
extending < 1 on E is that, in order to keep transitivity, new and unwanted relations 
on E may be forced which change the properties of other registers. (For example, a 
regular register may lose its regularity.) In order to show that < 1 can be extended to 
all of E without any harm, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.15. Let Y = (E, KY) be a global-time model and E = El U E2 be a 
disjoint union. Suppose that ~1 is an interval partial ordering on El that extends 
<y (restricted to El ). Then there exists a global-time model (E, c*) that augments 
Y such that <*restricted to El is < 1, and restricted to E2 is <y (restricted to E2). 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.10. Let p be any representation of Y. By 
Theorem 2.10 applied to p and restricted to El, there are subintervals of ,u(x) for x E 
El ordered as the ordering of < 1. The proof now follows by defining < * on all of E 
according to the order imposed by these subintervals and the intervals of ,U restricted 
to E2. 0 
Corollary 2.16. Any system execution S has an augmentation i  which all the atomic 
registers of S are serial, and in which all regular registers of 9 remain regular. 
The corollary thus says that not only each atomic register can be separately aug- 
mented, but there is one augmentation that is good for all atomic registers at once. 
It is proved by successively applying Lemma 2.15 and using the characterization of 
Theorem 2.14. 
An intuitively appealing characterization of atomic registers deals with representa- 
tions of system executions. In a representation every event is represented by a time- 
interval. The characterization says that if the register is atomic then we can point to 
a particular instant of the execution of the write or read operation and pretend that 
it was actually realized at that moment. This is the content of the following theorem 
which is a consequence of Theorem 2.10. 
Theorem 2.17. Suppose that u is a representation of the system execution Y = 
(E, C, < 9, F). Then register R is atomic in Y if there is a one-to-one function c on 
read and write events on R with c(e) E u(e), such that any read r returns the value 
of that write w with rightmost c(w) < c(r). 
Proof. Clearly any such function c can be used to define an augmentation that is linear 
on the events on R. Assume now that R is atomic. Then Y is augmented by some Y 
in which the read and write events on R are linearly ordered. By Theorem 2.10 there is 
a representation p’ of Y that refines /.J. Thus p’ chooses pairwise disjoint subintervals 
for the events on R. Now c(e) can be any point in p’(e). 0 
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2.6. Implementations and protocols: Higher and lower-level views 
of system executions 
Depending on the granularity of its events, a system execution is said to be at a 
higher or a lower level. So, if the events are the simplest communication events, then 
the system execution is at the lower level, and a higher-level event is formed by 
grouping together several ower-level events. For example, if the system is using some 
protocol to implement an operation P, then grouping all the events of a single complete 
execution of the protocol forms a higher-level event which represents a higher-level 
execution of P, and collecting all the higher-level executions of the protocol gives the 
higher-level view of the system execution. We believe that in proving correctness of 
protocols it is better to argue in higher-level terms as much as possible. This will be 
done in Section 4, but here we formally define the notions of higher- and lower-level 
views of system executions. 
Lamport defines the notion of an implementation as follows (Definition 5 in Lamport 
[14]; Gisher has a corresponding notion, see p. 50 in Pratt [19]): A global-time model 
Y = (E, < 9) implements a global-time model % = (H, <x) if the following two 
conditions holds: 
1. Each element of H is a finite non-empty subset of E, and every member of E 
belongs to a positive but finite number of elements of H. 
2. ForanyA,BEH:ifVaEA,VbEB(a<spb)thenA<pB. 
The assumption that only finite subsets of E can be members of H is made here for 
simplicity. In other applications (involving possible endless loops) infmite events may 
be useful. 
We are going to change item 2 of this definition and require that the relation <& is 
actually defined by the formula A <s B iff Va E A, Vb E B(a <y b). Another difference 
with Lamport is that, here, H partitions E. This leads to the following definition. 
Definition 2.18. Let Y = (E, <y,F), and 3’ = (H, <x,G) be system executions. 
Let p be a function that assigns to every h E H a non-empty subset p(h) of E. We 
say that c%’ is a higher-level view of Y. (or that 9 is an implementation of X induced 
by p) if the following holds. 
1. {p(h) 1 h E H} forms a partition of E. 
2. For every h, h’ E H (in the domain of p), 
h <xh’ iff Ve E p(h) ‘v’e’ E p(h’) (e < y e’). 
In all the cases considered in this paper, the function p is, in fact, the identity. That 
is, we identify h E H with the set p(h). Sometimes, we even write “h <X e” when 
h is a higher-level event and e is a lower-level event. In this case we mean that, for 
every x in h, x <ye. 
Since (in this paper) A # B implies p(A) rl p(B) = 0, we may express the fact that 
x E p(h) in the notation h = [x]. Thus, for x E E, [x] is the unique higher-level event 
that includes x. 
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We now want to define exactly what is a register-protocol, and what is the formal 
meaning of the statement that protocol 9’ implements an atomic register, for example. 
A register-protocol 9 consists of two procedures: a WRITE procedure that takes 
a parameter v for the message to be written. And a READ procedure, that returns a 
value by some RETURN(x) command in the procedure. It is often the case that an 
execution of the protocol depends on the identity of the processor invoking it. In this 
case, the identity (usually a number) is also passed to the protocol procedure. (An 
example is the WRITE protocol of Section 4.2) 
Let & be a system execution containing a register R, READ/ WRITE events on R, 
and a function Value defined on these events. Suppose that Y, as in Definition 2.18, 
is an implementation of X induced by p. Let 9 be a register-protocol. We say that 
the implementation is induced by 9 if, for any A E H that is a READI WRITE event 
on R, p(A) is an execution in 9’ of the protocol, and the following relation between 
value(A), in %‘, and the execution p(A) of the protocol in Y holds: 
1. Whenever A E H is a read of register R, then p(A) constitutes in 9’ an execution 
of the READ procedure, and Value(A) equals the value returned by the protocol 
through its RETURN command. 
2. Whenever A E H is a write onto R of value v, then p(A) is in 9’ an execution 
of the WRITE protocol with parameter v. 
3. The index (identity) of the process executing A in Z is passed to the READ or 
WRITE procedure execution p(A). 
Important remark: We have in this paper the following restriction on the type of 
protocols. The protocol’s language does not contain WAIT or unbounded looping in- 
structions, such as REPEAT-UNTIL or WHILE statements. There is even a number k 
(depending on the number of processes only and not on the particular system execu- 
tion) such that any execution of the protocol requires no more than k many read/write 
operation executions. 
We find it useful to be able to argue about the end of an event X, and to write 
expressions such as A ~2 end(X). When X is represented by an interval, end(X) 
refers to the right-end of the interval &C) representing X. Similarly, when % is a 
higher-level view of a system execution 9, then A ~2 end(X) means that for some 
x E X, for all a E A, a < yx holds. In case &’ stands alone, we adopt the following 
convention. 
Definition 2.19. In a system execution SF, A <xend(X) is a shorthand for the fol- 
lowing: 
VY(X <x Y implies A <JY Y). 
Observe that A < 2 end(B) implies A 4% B (otherwise A < 2 A holds). Our definition 
implies that A <p end(A) always holds. 
In a similar fashion, begin(X) < ~1u A is a shorthand for VY (Y <xX impliesY <&A). 
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Lemma 2.20. A <XX 4, B imply A < x end(B) 
Proof. Indeed, if B < 2 Y then by the Russell-Wiener property A <p Y. 
3. The Peterson and Burns theory 
By Theorem 2.14, in order to prove that a register is atomic in a system execution 
one must provide a regular return Iiurction o defined on the reads of the register, and 
then show that the +,, relation defined on the blocks has no cycles. Peterson and Burns 
[ 181 developed some tools that facilitate this task. 
3.1. On cycles of length 2 
Showing that -+,, contains no cycles may be quite difficult when dealing with dis- 
tributed algorithms. Fortunately, the situation is simplified by the following elegant 
result of Peterson and Burns [ 181 which states that it is enough to check cycles of 
length 2. Since this result is not explicitly formulated there (it is essentially an ingredi- 
ent of their Theorem 1 ), we formulate it abstractly and give a proof. In the following 
theorem, I + J for intervals in a linear order < means that ‘dx E I,Vy E J(x < y). 
Theorem 3.1. Let < be a linear ordering, and let g be a collection such that any 
B E C49 is a set of intervals in -c. DejGze + 1 on 99 by setting B 41 B’ iff B # B’ 
and for some I E B,J E B’,I 4 J. If 41 contains a cycle, then it contains a cycle of 
length 2. 
Proof. Look at a cycle of minimal length Bo <I B1 41 . . . + 1 & = Bo and assume 
(in order to get a contradiction) that k 23. For any O<i < k there are two intervals 
Ii E Bi, Ji E Bi+l with 1i < Ji. Among {Ii 1 i < k} choose some Ii with a minimal 
right end-point (SO no other Ij ends before Ii ends). Since Ii E Bi and Ji+l E Bi+z, if 
Ii < Ji+l then Bi 41 Bi+2 (here i + 2 is taken modulo k). Since k > 2, Bi # Bi+2, but 
then the cycle could be shortened by one. Since this cycle is assumed to be of minimal 
length, 1i # Ji+l. Thus, begin(Ji+l) < end(Ii). But, by their choice, Ii+1 + Ji+l, and 
hence end(Ii+l) < end(Ii), in contradiction to the minimality of Ii. 0 
Corollary 3.2. A register R is atomic in system execution Y $f there exists a regular 
return function, co, dejned on the reads of R such that the relation + dejined in 
Dejinition 2.13 on the blocks contains no cycles of length 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.14, R is atomic iff there exists a regular return map so that the 
relation +,, contains no cycles. So we must show that if +, contains no cycles of length 
2, then it contains no cycles at all. Find any representation of the system execution 
(Theorem 2.3) and use Theorem 3.1 above to conclude the desired nonexistence of 
cycles. 0 
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3.2. A framework for proving atomicity of registers 
Given a WRITEIREAD protocol for implementing a register R, it may be difficult 
to prove that the relation -&, (Definition 2.13) does not contain cycles of length two 
as required by Corollary 3.2. The following theorem will come to our help. Given a 
system execution .X and a regular return map w defined on the reads of the register 
R in %?, three properties that the function o can have are stated, and we shall argue 
that R is atomic in case o satisfies these properties. 
In the following R, RI and R2 are READ events and W, WI, Wz are WRITE events 
on register R. 
Peterson and Burns Axioms: 
1. w(R)<xend(R). (This condition was introduced by Bloom [7]; it is stronger than 
w(R) 4pR.) 
2. w is a regular return map (see Definition 2.8). 
3. The following is not possible (if WI # Wz): 
WI <xRz and W2 <#RI where Wi =o(Ri) for i= 1,2. 
Theorem 3.3 (Peterson and Bums [ 161). rf w satisjies Axioms 1-3, then R is atomic 
in #. 
Proof. We have to show that the relation +,, defined on the blocks has no cycles of 
length 2. Assume for the sake of a contradiction that &?I and 9?2 are blocks associated 
with WRITES WI and W2, and LZ~, +, 9?2 +, $?I. This implies that for some events 
XEL#,, YE.&, UEL-492, VE%@,: 
XczY and U<%V. 
Observe that 
WI <x end(e) for every e E a:. 
Indeed, if e = R is a READ event, then this follows from 1, and if e = WI is the 
WRITE event, then WI < 2 end( WI ) is an instance of the general identity A 4 end(A). 
Similarly, W2 <H end(e) for every e E 9&. Thus 
WI < xend(X), W2 < zend( U). 
Since Xc *Y, WI <#Y follows, and likewise W, < 2 V follows. If either Y or V is 
a WRITE event, then a contradiction to the regularity of w is derived. For example, 
if Y = W2. then WI c# W2 results, in contradiction to W2 -C&V and V E ??I,_ So that 
both Y and V are READ events, in contradiction to 3. q 
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4. The protocol 
This section describes the implementation of an atomic register for N Writers and 
M Readers using single-writer registers. We begin with an informal description of the 
protocol and its structure. The structure of a protocol describes the possible sequences 
of registers approached for read and write, but it does not tell what is written and 
how the values written depend on the protocol’s state. For simple protocols, with little 
conditional access, there is much that can be learned from their structures. 
There are finitely many writing and reading processes, and they are indexed: Writeri, 
and Readerj for 1 <i <N, 1 G j GM. Any writing process has registers to communicate 
with its fellow writers and to write to the readers (readers do not have any register to 
write on). The registers of Writeri are: w(i, k) that are read by Write!& for k < i, 
and Head(i) that can be read by writers of higher index and by all readers. The 
registers w(i,k) are assumed to be regular, and the registers Head(i) are atomic. 
Using Corollary 2.16 these atomic registers may be assumed to be serial (and the 
regular registers remain regular). 
The structure of the protocol. A WRITE execution of the protocol by writeri consists 
Of: 
1. FORALL (1 <k GNP k # i) CONCURRENTLY DO 
(a) IF k < i THEN read Head(k); 
(b) IF k > i THEN read WW(k,i); 
2. calculate a “dominated” index k c i; 
3. write onto VVVV(i,k); 
4. read Head(k); 
5. Write Head(i). A READ execution of the protocol consists of: 
1. First reading-cycle: FOR i := N TO 1 DO read Head(i); 
2. Call the choice procedure to establish a set Z c{ 1,. . . , N} of chosen indices; 
3. Second reading-cycle: FOR i := 1 TO N DO IF i E I THEN read Head(i); 
4. Compute the return index io and return the message found in Head in the second 
reading cycle. 
Observe that the protocol has only bounded loops. The READ protocol consists 
of two reading cycles one after the other. Each reading cycle is a sequence of reads 
of Heads of the writing processes in a given order. Based on the results of these 
reads, the READ decides which value represents the “true” value of the implemented 
register - i.e., the return value. It is a message found in the second reading cycle that 
is returned. If R is a READ execution of the protocol then, for any 1 <i <N, R reads 
Head(i) once or twice. If R obtained in its first reading cycle the write onto Head 
by the Writeri event W, then we say that R considers W, and write this formally as 
W = q(R, i). If i is a chosen index, then R reads Head(i) again in the second reading 
cycle and if it obtains the write by W’ then we say that R reconsiders W’, and write 
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W’ = cz(R,i). Since the Head registers are assumed to be serial, if R considers W or 
R reconsiders W, then W <p end(R). This is so because W writes only once onto its 
Head register and this write is its last action. 
Since we use only bounded coordinating values (a coordinating value, or a “tag”, is a 
non-message value), there are distinct Writer events with the same coordinating value. 
If the coordinating values of W and W’ are different, then we write dzf( W, W’).If 
R considers W and R reconsiders W’ (where i = index(W) = index( W’)), and 
dzJr( W, W’), then R finds out that W # W’, and in such a case we say that R remarks i. 
It is possible then to conclude that W’ ends within the time interval of R (but, it is not 
necessarily true that the interval of W’ is completely covered by the interval of R.) 
The WRITE protocol is such that a relation, called dominates, can be established on 
the WRITE events based on their register values. Intuitively, W dominates V means 
that W shows some evidence of being more recent than V. If unbounded time-stamps 
were used, then W dominates V would mean that the time-stamp of V is smaller 
than the one of W. But since we deal with finite width registers, any “dominance” 
relation based on the values of the registers has to give some misleading information 
sometimes. This is so because there is only a finite number of possible evidences, 
but the number of WRITES is unbounded. Unlike the precedence relation that can be 
gathered from unbounded time-stamps the dominance relation is neither transitive nor 
linear. Moreover, we cannot expect that V < 2 W implies that W dominates V. 
The major problem faced by the designer of a multi-writer algorithm is to fashion 
the way that the READ protocol selects the return index. When time-stamps are used, 
this is easy: return a message with greatest time-stamp. But here, dominance is not 
even a partial order. Our solution is the following. Let UN,. . . , u1 be the values found 
in the first reading cycle in reading registers Head(N), . . . , Head( 1). Now start with 
ui and ask: Is there some vi that dominates ui ? If yes, pick the first such ai and repeat 
the process: if a higher indexed uj dominates ui, then pick the first such Vj, and so 
on. This process is carried on up to ul that no higher ak dominates, and the indices 
picked in this choice process, I = { 1,. . . , l}, are called the chosen indices. The registers 
Head(i) of the chosen indices are read again in the second cycle read of R, but now in 
ascending order, until either R remarks the difference between two reads of Head(i), 
Vi and ui, where ui is in the first reading cycle and u[ is in the second reading cycle, 
or until the last register, Head(Z), is read. It is the last value read that is returned. (So 
the return index is 1 unless R remarks that vi # vi, for some i < 1.) 
4.1. The data structure 
There are N writing processes: Writeri, for 1 < i <N, and A4 reading processes: 
Readerz, for 1 <i<M. Writeri possesses two kinds of registers: wW(i, j), which is 
regular and read by the lower indexed Writerj, j<i; and Head(i) which is atomic and 
is read by all Readers and by all higher indexed Writers. Readers possess no registers 
- they only read. 
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We have the following types: 
message represents the set of values that we want our implemented register to carry. 
colour = {l,..., 3N - 1). The need for 3N - 1 integers as values for colour is readily 
seen at line 7 of the WRITE protocol, where head.colour is assigned a colour that 
must be distinct from <3N - 2 given colours. 
report(i) = RECORD 
id: l..i - 1; 
colour: coIouru{ *} 
END 
The special symbol * is distinct from all colours. 
writer-to-writer = SET OF 3 colour. So if ww is a variable of type writer-to-writer 
then ww contains one, two, or three colour values. 
head-type(i) = RECORD 
message: message; 
colour: l..3(N - i) + 2; 
report: report(i) 
END 
Thus, if head is a variable of type head-type(i) then it has three fields: the first, 
head.message, holds the message; the second is a colour (in fact, only 3(N - i) + 2 
colours suffice for Writeri, and this field does not exist for i = N); and the third 
field is a record, where head.report.id is an index < i, and head.report.colour is 
either a colour or the special “undefined” value *. The field “report” exists only for 
i > 1. We remark that while head.report.colour may be *, head.colour can only be 
a number. 
We have the following registers: 
WW(n,i) for i < n, belongs to Writer,, for writing, and is read by Writeri. It is a 
regular register and it carries values of type writer-to-writer. 
Head(i) belongs to Writeri, and can be read by all Readers and by higher-indexed 
Writers. It is atomic and carries values of type head-type(i). 
The processes also have internal variables. A Writer has c, d, e, and old of type colour; 
ww[k] of type writer-to-writer; and head and h[k] of type head-type. A Reader has 
h[n] and second-h to hold values of head-type, indices w and stage, and a set I of 
integers in {l,...,N}. 
As for initialization of the registers, we adopt the following convention. For 
each i <N, define a special Writeri event, called initializationi, and stipulate that it 
precedes all other events by Writeri, and all read events. This initialization is not an 
execution of the protocol, but a write of the initial values to the registers. The initial 
values of all registers and variables is fixed in the following way: Let a0 be some initial 
message, and let each message field acquire the initial value ao; as for any other field 
or variable, let it have any (arbitrarily chosen) value (for definiteness, let all values of 
type colour be initially 1). Variables c and d retain their value from one invocation 
of the WRITE protocol to the next. 
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4.2. The protocol 
We begin with an explanation of some of the instructions used in the program. The 
instruction to write, for example, variable head onto register Head(n) is 
write(Head(n); head). 
Before that write, the protocol determines the value of head by three separate assign- 
ments to its three fields. Read instructions have the form “read(Head(n); h)“, where h 
is an appropriate local variable. 
The (bounded) repetition instruction, 
For i := 1 TO k DO 4(i), 
imposes the order of execution: 4( 1 ), 4(2), . . . , 4(k). Similarly, a descending order can 
be imposed (as in line 1 of the READ protocol). The instruction 
FORALL i (1 <i <k) CONCURRENTLY DO 4(i) 
is executed by executing in any order, and possibly concurrently, all the 4(i)‘s. When 
all the qS(i)‘s are executed, then the FORALL command is completed. 
The EXIT command (in line 3 of the READ protocol) stops the FOR loop. The 
RETURN command in the READ protocol causes the procedure to return with the 
indicated value. 
Now we describe the procedure choiceprocedure(h[l], . . . , h[No]) used by the 
WRITE and READ. Here h[i] is of type head-type, and 1 G No <N. The procedure 
returns the set I of all chosen indices. 
choice-procedure (h[l], . . . , h[No]) 
1. w := 1;z := (1); 
2. FOR stage := 2 TO NO DO 
IF (w, h[w].colour) = h(stage).report 
THEN (w:= stage; add w to I); 
3. RETURN I. 
WRITE (of message a by Writeri) 
1. FORALL k (1 <k<N AND k # i) CONCURRENTLY DO 
1.1 IF k < i THEN read(Head(k); h[k]); 
1.2 IF k > i THEN read(WW(k,i); ww[k]); 
2. Z :=choice-procedure(h[ 11,. . . , h[i - 11); ko := max(Z); e := h[ko].colour; 
3. write(WVV(i,ko); {c,d,e}); 
c:=d;d:=e’ 
4. read(Head(ko;; h); 
5. IF e = h.colour THEN head.report := (ko,e) 
ELSE head.report.colour := *; 
6. old := head.colour; 
7. Assign to head.colour a colour neither in any ww[k],i < k<N, nor in {old}; 
8. head.message := a; 
9. write(Head(i);head). 
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READ 
1. FOR n:=N TO 1 DO read(Head(n);h[n]); (* first reading cycle *) 
2. Z := choiceprocedure(h[l], . . . , h[N]); 
3. FOR n:=l TO N, n E I, DO (* second reading cycle done for n E Z *) 
IF n = 1 THEN second-h := h[l] ELSE 
(a) read(Head(n); second-h); 
(b) IF (secondkcolour # h[n].colour OR secondkreport # h[n].report) THEN 
EXIT the FOR loop; 
4. RETURN second-kmessage. 
The reads in line 1 of the READ protocol are called “first cycle reads”, the read of 
Head(l) in line 1 and the reads in line 3 are called “second cycle reads”. Thus the 
read of Head(l) is both in the first and the second reading cycles. 
4.3. The higher-level functions and relations 
In this section we define functions and relations that will be used in the correctness 
proof. Assume that system execution Y is a lower-level view, and YP a higher-level 
view, induced by the protocol. The sets of events of Y and 2 are denoted E and 
H respectively. So the members of E are the lower-level executions of the read/write 
commands of the protocol as well as the internal commands. The members of H are 
called higher-level events. These are the WRITEIREAD operation executions, and the 
initializing events. The WRITEIREAD operations in 2 are complete executions of 
the protocol and the execution of each such operation is not only an event in # but 
is also a subset of E determined by an execution of the WRITEIREAD protocol (as 
explained in Section 2.6). 
For an event e E E, which is an execution of an instruction from the protocol (or 
is an initializing event), we let [e] E H be the higher-level event that includes e. So, 
for example, if X E H is an execution of the WRITE/READ protocol, and e E X, 
then [e] = X. If A E H is the initialization event in Writeri, then A = {WI, wz} where 
wi, w2 E E are the initializing writes onto the two registers of Writeri. 
We use the following notation: If x is a local variable, and A is some higher-level 
event, then x(A) denotes the value of x at the end of A. Thus secondJz.message(R), 
for example, is the value returned by read R, and we define Value(R) to be that value. 
Similarly, a(W) - denoted Value(W) - is the message written by W to the implemented 
register. Our aim is to prove that the READI WRITE events in H, together with the 
function Value form an atomic register. 
Let o be the regular function defined on the read events in Y. So if r is a read 
of register Head(n) (or WW(i,j)) then o(r) is a write onto Head(n) (or wW(i,j) 
respectively). The properties of o are described in Theorem 2.14 and Definition 2.8 
(for the atomic and regular registers, respectively). 
On the events in x we shall define relations and functions (and add them to the sys- 
tem execution #), and in the following section we shall prove some useml properties 
of these relations which will be finally used to derive the protocol’s correctness. 
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One of the predicates on H is the subset Writer, c H, assumed to be serial (linearly 
ordered under cm). The WRITE executions in Writer,, execute the protocol with the 
identity parameter, i, equals to n. For an event W in Writer,, we write index(W) = n. 
Let R be a READ, and I = Z(R) the value of the choice-procedure at line 2. The 
return index of R is defined to be the last index no E I executed in the FOR loop of 
line 3. 
The set of “active” indices for R is defined to be A(R) = I fl { 1,. . . , no}, where 
no is the return index. The return index is thus the maximal active index of R: no = 
max A(R). The active indices are those for which the FOR loop of line 3 of the READ 
protocol are executed for R. 
So either no is the first index in I such that 
secondkcolour # h[no].colour OR second-kreport # h[no].report 
(if there is such an no), or A(R) = Z and no = max(Z). 
Definition 4.1. Let R be a READ event in YE’. For any 1 <n <N: 
considers: Let r be the read in R of Head(n) in the first reading cycle. Then we 
define q(R,n) = [o(r)] and say that R considers [co(r)]. 
reconsiders: If n is an active index for R let r’ be the second-reading-cycle read in R 
of Head(n). Then we define cz(R,n) = [o(r’)], and say that R reconsiders [w(r’)]. 
(So q(R, 1) = c*(R, 1) because he read of Head( 1 ), in line 1, is also in the second 
cycle.) 
difl Let WI and W2 be two Writeri events. Define difs( WI, W2) iff the coordinating 
fields (non-message fields) of the Head registers of WI and WI are different. That 
is let hl = head( Wz), 1 = 1,2, and then diff( WI, W2) iff hi .coZour# hz.coZour or 
hl .report# hz.report. 
remarks: Let R be a READ and i E Z(R). If i is an active index for R and dzr(q(R, i), 
cz(R,i)),then we say that R remarks i. Observe that if R remarks i, then i is the 
last index for which R executes the FOR lop of line 3, and then i is the return index 
of R. 
52: Let R be a READ, and no E Z(R) the return index of R as defined above. Then 
Q(R) is defined to be ~(R,no). (Thus Value(R) = Value(Q(R)).) Observe that no 
is the maximal index of A(R), and the READ protocol is such that there are two 
cases: (1) For no i, R remarks i; in which case the set of active indices is all of 
Z(R) and no = maxZ(R). (2) R remarks no, the set of active indices is A(R) = 
Z(R)n {l,..., no}, and for no i < no, R remarks i. 
Definition 4.2. Let V and W be WRITE events in 2 in Writeri and Writerj respec- 
tively, where i < j. We say that “W dominates V” iff 
Head( W).report = (i, Head( V).colour). 
(Where, for any WRZTE U, the expression Head(U) refers to the value of register 
Head(j) written by U.) 
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Observe that, if W dominates V, then Head( W).report.colour value is not * and 
thus it must then be the case that, in its two reads of Head(b), W finds the same 
colour-field value. 
Definition 4.3. Let W be a WRITE by Writeri. 
1. For every index 1 <k < i let rk in W be the read of Head(k), in the execution of 
line 1.1. We define c( W,k) = [O(rk)]. 
2. Let kc = b(W) be as determined in line 2 of the WRITE protocol. So ks = max(Z) 
where I = Z(W) is the value returned by the choiceprocedure. Then W contains a 
second read, s of Head( in line 4, and we define d(W) = [w(s)]. The WRITE 
protocol is such that if the colours found at c( W,ko) and d(W) are the same then 
W dominates d(W) (and W dominates c( W, ko)). 
4.4. Simple properties 
The system executions 9’ and P with sets of events E and H are as in the previous 
subsection, and now we investigate some simple properties of the higher-level functions 
and relations on H defined there. The atomic registers are assumed to be serial in Y. 
(In view of Corollary 2.16, this is not a limitation of our result.) 
Whenever X E H n Writeri is not the last event there, then it has a successor event 
in H n Writeri, and this successor is denoted X+. 
Lemma 4.4. Let i <N be a fixed index. The functions that take R to q(R, i) and to 
cz(R, i), the function that takes W to c( W, i), and the function d satisfy the following 
properties Cformulated with a single symbol f which denotes a partial function from 
H into H). 
1. f(X) czend(X). (We call this the “Bloom condition”. ) 
2. Zf f (X) is in Writeri, then there is no Y in Writeri such that f(X) <#Y <2X. 
(This property is called “regularity”.) 
Proof. The Bloom condition is a consequence of the fact that the WRITE protocol for 
Writeri contains a single write onto the serial register Head(i) and it is the last event. 
The regularity is a consequence of the atomicity of the Head registers (regularity of 
0 suffices). 0 
Lemma 4.5. For every READ,R, 
(1) Zf k is an active index for R, then cl (R, k) < cz(R, k). More generally, tf k is 
active for R, W E Writerk, and i is any index such that W <pend(q(R, i)). then 
W<#cz(R,k). 
(2) Suppose cl(R, j) = W, and i < j. If V is in Writeri and V < xend( W), then 
V < xc1 (R, i). 
(3) Suppose c~(R,i) = V, j is an active index for R and i < j. If W is in Writerj 
and W ~3 end(V), then W <z cz(R,j). 
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Proof. (1) is a consequence of the fact that the second cycle reading follows the first 
cycle. (For k = 1 we even have cr (R, 1) = cz(R, 1) since there is only one read of 
Head( 1) which is considered to be in both the first and the second cycle.) 
(2) reflects the fact that the first reading cycle is in descending order, and 
(3) reflects the fact that the second reading cycle is in ascending order. For example, 
we will give the details for the proof of (2). 
Let w be the write onto Head(j) in W, and let u be the write onto Head(i) in V. 
Then u <Y w since V <P end(W) is assumed. Let rj and r-i be the reads of Head(j) 
and (respectively) Head(i) in R, done in executing line 1 in R. Then rj <yri, as 
dictated by the descending FOR n = N TO 1 command. 
Since W = cl(R,j), w = W(rj) follows the definition of ct. Thus w <yrj by the 
seriality of Head(j). The transitivity of the < y relation now implies that u < 9 ri. This 
in turn implies that u <y o(r:), because o(ri) is by definition the < y rightmost write 
onto Head(i) that is to the left of ri. Finally, v <U w(ri) implies that V <& q(R, i) 
by the definition of <m and the assumed seriality of Writeri. 0 
The following lemma is less trivial, it is for this property that the WRITE protocol 
requires a second read. 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that W dominates V. Then V c H end(W) or W++ < 2 end(V). 
(w++ is the successor of the successor of W in the serial Writer that executes W). 
Proof. Suppose that V is in Writeri and W in Writeri. Since W dominates V, i < j, 
Head( V).colour = Head( W).report.colour, 
and i = k~( W). Since Head( V).colour is never *, Head( W).report.colour is not *. So 
the two reads in W, r and s (with r cy s) of Head(i), where r is executed in line 
1.1, and s in line 4, must be such that both returned the same field-value colour, say 
e, and thus 
e = Head( W).report.colour. 
To prove the lemma, consider the WRITE, V, = [o(s)] = d(W) in Writeri and 
compare it with V (both are in the serial process Writeri). So 
e = head.colour( VO). 
Case 1: V <% V,. Then V <x end(W) by the seriality of register Head(i) (which 
implies Vo < 2 s). 
Case 2: Vo <2 V. Could it be that Vz = V? No, because head. 
colour(V0) # head.colour(Vof), since (in line 7) any WRITE avoids its old colour. 
so 
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V. = [o(s)] implies that s cyh where h is the write in V, onto Head(i). Let w be 
the write onto Ww (j, i) in W, and let t be the read of Ww (j, i) in V (in line 1.2). 
So w < 9 t holds (as w <y s <y h < sp t) and hence w <y w(t). Register WW carries 
three colours, and it follows from the way they are managed at line 3 that the colour e 
is both in w, w+, and w++ (w+ and w++ are the writes to Wg’,i) in W+ and Wi+ 
if they exist). Thus o(t) cannot be w, or w+, or w++ because V avoids all the colours 
obtained in t. It follows that W+++ exists, and w+++ 4, t. Thus W++ <P end(V) (by 
Lemma 2.20). 0 
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that R considers W, R considers V, and W dominates V. 
i = index(V), j = index(W). Suppose that R reconsiders W or R reconsiders W’+. 
Then V <H end(W), and if i E choice(R), then R reconsiders V. 
Proof. We first check that V < 2 end(W). If this is not the case, then W++ XX end(V) 
(by Lemma 4.6). By Lemma 45(l), W ++ < #cZ(R, j), contradicting our assumption 
that W = cz(R, j) or W+ = cz(R, j). 
Now assume that i is in choice(R), and we will show that R reconsiders V. Let 
A(R) be the set of active indices of R. Then j f A(R), since R reconsiders W or 
R reconsiders W+. Since i < j is in choice(R) and j E A(R), i E A(R). Since i 
is not the last active index (as i < j), it is not the case that R remarks i. Thus 
dly(q(R, i),cz(R,i)) does not hold. Since W dominates V and V = q(R,i) has the 
same coordinating values as cz(R,i), W dominates cz(R,i). By Lemma 4.6 there are 
two cases: 
Case 1: cz(R, i) ~51” end(W). This implies V = cz(R, i) (apply the first sentence 
of Lemma 4.5( 1) to obtain cl(R,i)<& cz(R,i), then apply 4.5(2) to obtain 
c~(R,i)<51” cl(R,i), and then conclude equality). That is, R reconsiders V. 
Case 2: W++ <s end(q(R, i)). By Lemma 4.5(3), W++ < 51” cz(R, j) which is a 
contradiction to our assumption. Cl 
We are going now to classify the READS, and we start with some notations. 
Notation 4.8 (of the choice function). Let W(l), . . . , W(No) be WRITES with W(n) 
executed by Writer, for 1 <n <No, where NO GN. Let h[n] = head( W(n)) be the 
value of register Head(n) written by W(n). Then, the set of indices choice-procedure 
(h[ll,...,h[Nol) is denoted choice (W(l), . . . , W(N0)) (this choice-procedure was de- 
fined in Section 4.2). 
Now, 1etRbeaREADandsuppose that W(l)=q(R,l),...,W(N)=cl(R,N)are 
the WRITES considered by R, then choice( W( 1 ), . . . , W(N)) is also denoted choice(R). 
Of course, choice(R) = Z(R). 
Definition 4.9. Let R be a READ, A = A(R) be the set of active indices, and r = 
max(A) be the return index of R. 
1. We say that R is in case 1 if q(R, r) = cz(R, r) or (q(R, r))+ = cz(R,r). 
2. If (q(R,r))+ <zcz(R,r), then R is said to be in case 2. 
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Cases 1 and 2 are obviously mutually exclusive. 
Observe that if R is in case 2, then R “absorbs” Q(R) = c~(R,r), in the sense that 
begin(R) <&2(R) < Xend(R). 
(This use of begin is explained in Definition 2.19.) The following is a consequence of 
Corollary 4.7. 
Corollary 4.10. If R is in case I and r is the return index, then 
1. for every i < r in choice(R), cl(R, i) = cz(R, i). 
2. For every active indices i < j, cl (R, i) < send(q (R, j)). 
Proof. Suppose R is in case 1. Then either q(R,r) = cz(R,r) or (q(R,r))+ = c~(R,r). 
Let 1 = il < i2 < +. s < il = r be the enumeration of A(R), the set of active indices 
of R. To prove the corollary, we will show that 
1. q(R, ik) = cZ(R,ik) for every k < 1. 
2. c~(R,ik)<~end(cl(R,ik+l)). 
This is proved by repeatedly applying Corollary 4.7 (for k = I - 1 down to k = 1). 
To enable this application observe that for all k < I q(R, &+I) dominates cl(R,ik). 
To finish the proof of (2), observe that for any events A, B, and C, if A <JY” end(B) 
and B c s end(C), then A < 2 end(C). This implies then that for every i < j <r in 
A(R), cr (R i) <X end(ci(R,j)). 
The property of this corollary deserves a name: We shall say that R is normal if 
for every i c j in A(R), cl (R, i) <X end(q (R, j)). So, case 1 for R implies normality, 
but normality does not exclude case 2. 
Since the return index r is the maximal index in A(R), and Q(R) = cz(R,r), it 
follows that if R is normal, then q(R, i) <X end(Q(R)) holds for every i E A(R). This 
result, however does not say anything about indices that are not in A(R), and this is 
exactly the aim of our next result which will be used to establish the regularity of 51. 
Lemma 4.11. If W = q(R,n) is such that for every 1 < n in choice(R), q(R,I) 
<H W, then n E choice(R). 
Proof. It is to ensure this lemma that the reads in the first cycle are in descending 
order. Suppose that READ R and W = q(R,n) contradict the lemma, and n is minimal 
such that n $ choice(R), but q(R, Z) <.zq(R,n) for all 1 < n in choice(R). 
Claim 4.12. For every i < j < n, if i, j are both in choice(R), then 
cl(R,i)<zend(cl(R,j)). 
Proof. Let il = 1 , . . . , il be the increasing enumeration of I = choice(R)n { 1,. . . , n - 1). 
Then q(R,ik+l) dominates q(R, ik) for every k < 1, by definition of choice(R). Hence 
either q(R,ik) <mend(c,(R,ik+l) (as desired) or q(R,ik+l)++ <#end(q(R,ik)), by 
Lemma 4.6. But this latter possibility would imply q(R, ik+l)++ <2 W by our 
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assumption cl(R, ik) < 2 W. This implies ci(R, ikfl )++ <z cl (R, ik+l ) (Lemma 4.5(2)), 
which is impossible - thereby proving the claim. 0 
W is a WRITE and for every i < n, V(i) = c( W, i) is defined (Definition 4.3). 
Using Lemma 4.5(2), it can be seen that for every i < n, 
V(i) <P cl(R,i). (4.1) 
Since, for I < n in choice(R), cl(R, 1) < ;c” W, q(R, 1) Gx c( W, 1) and hence 
cl@, 0 = v(l) (4.2) 
follows for every 1 < n in choice(R) (but perhaps not for every 1 c n). 
The WRITE protocol calculates J = choice( V( 1 ), . . . , V(n - 1 )), and initiates a 
second read of Head(m) where m = max(J). This second read defines d(W) in 
Writer,. Observe that V(m) d % d(W), and if equality holds, then W dominates d(W). 
Now d(W) d 2 cl (R, m) because d(W) < xend( W). Thus 
v(m) <&d(W) <~ccl(R,m). (4.3) 
We will show below that J = choice(R) I-I { 1,. . . ,n - 1). Then, since m = max(J), 
m E choice(R) is maximal below n in choice(R). We saw in (4.2) above that cl(R,m) = 
V(m), and hence V(m) = d(W) = cl(R,m) by (4.3). This implies that W dominates 
q(R,m), and hence that n E choice(R), as required. 
Let Z = choice(R)rl {l,..., n - 1). It thus remains to prove that 
J = I. 
Define Z(i) = q(R,i) for i < n. Since (by (4.2)) for every i E Z, V(i) = Z(i), if 
J G Z then J = Z follows (if not, look at the first i E Z \ J to get the contradiction). 
So assume J g Z and let io E J \Z be minimal. As 1 E Z, io > 1. The minimality of io 
implies that Jn{l,..., io- l}cZ~I{l,..., io - l}, and then equality can be deduced 
by the same argument used above. Let kc E Z be maximal with ko c io. By definition 
of J = choice(W), V(io) dominates V(ko), that is, since V(b) = Z(ko) follows from 
(4.2), 
V(i0) dominates Z(k0). 
So by Lemma 4.6 there are two cases. 
Case 1: Z(ko) <& end( V(io)). Since V(io) <_g Z(i0) (by (4.1)) there are two sub- 
cases: 
Subcase 1: V(i0) = Z(i0). Then Z(i0) dominates Z(b), and as there is no j E Z 
such that ko < j < io, io E Z, which is a contradiction. 
Subcase 2: V(i0) ~2 Z(i0). Since our assumption here is that Z(ks) (2 end( V(io)), 
Z(k0) <zZ(io) contradicts the minimality of n because io < n (and Z(i) <H Z(i0) for 
every i E Z such that i<b by Claim 4.12.) 
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Case 2: (V&))++ <% emi(Z As Z(kO) <# W, ( V(iO))++ cz W follows, 
which contradicts c( W, io) = V(io). 0 
A note on formal proofs: One of the aims of this paper is to suggest a discipline 
for formal proofs that is based on protocols’ behaviour. A formal proof is just a struc- 
tured collection of formulas obeying certain rules which convey the greatest degree of 
certainty. But certainty in what? Mathematically, we can be confident that those formu- 
las that have proofs are valid in the intended interpretations, which are the appropriate 
structures (or models). Thus one must start with defining those intended structures, and 
only then can the reader of the proof be convinced that the meaning of the first-order 
statements in the proof really suit his/her intuition and understanding. In many cases 
our natural (non-formal) correctness conditions are described in terms of program be- 
haviours, and it is therefore desirable that the structures one proves theorems about be 
connected to such behaviour. System executions suit this purpose and it is therefore 
desirable to give an axiomatic framework to deal with system executions. 
I do not have such a framework, but I hope to make a reasonable proposal for 
its character. First, proofs will be carried within the language that describes system 
executions, and will have as axioms those statements that describe the precedence 
relation of global-time models. (It is true that the finiteness axiom is not a first-order 
statement, but it can be replaced by the suitable axiom schemata.) 
Then, a large part of the proof will deal with the higher-level events, rather than 
with the lower-level executions of the program’s commands. 
At the lowest level, there should be some means of relating the program text to the 
lower-level events that result from its execution. In this paper, we have left this aspect 
of the proof to the reader. However, the following approach is adopted here: to collect 
all the statements that depend on intuitive understanding of the program’s semantics into 
a list of higher-level lemmas (or specifications), and then to use only these statements, 
the axioms of system executions, and first-order logic. These specifications are listed 
in the following subsection. 
4.5. The higher-level spec$cations 
This section is just a list of abstract properties (called here higher-level specijications) 
that refer to a system execution % = (E#, C#, <H”, G); in Section 4.6 it will be 
proved that they imply atomicity. 
The processes in # are Writer,,, 1 dn <N, and Reader,,,, 1 <m GM. (Formally, these 
are predicates in G, interpreted as subsets of the set of events Es.) 
The events of Writeri are called WRITE events (or WRITE on T events, if we want 
to emphasize that the name of the implemented register is T), and those of Readeri are 
called READ (of T) events. It is assumed that any Writer,, is serial. For a WRITE 
event, X, define index(X) = n iff X is in Writer,,. Value is a function defined on E%: 
Value(R) for a READ event R is called “the message returned by R,” and Value(W) 
for a WRITE event W is called the “message written by w”. (So, Value and index 
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are functions from EH into C%, which is the set of fixed objects. The set of indices 
is in Cs and is ordered: 1 < 2 < . . . < N.) 
In the specifications we use the notation A<send(B), explained in Definition 2.19. 
A <xB is a shorthand for “A c#B or A = B”. 
Properties of four functions and one relation are stated. The functions are index, cl, 
Sz, and Value, and the relation is dominates. The function, Q is called the return map, 
it is defined on the READ events and takes on values that are WRITE events. cl is 
called the considers function. For every READ, R, and Writer index, i, cl(R,i) is a 
Writeri event. 
If W = q(R, i), we use the expression “R considers W”. We may also use the 
expression “W is considered by R”. 
W dominates V can hold for Writeri and Writerj events V and W, respectively, 
where i c j. 
The choice function defined below is used in formulating our specifications. It is not 
possible to quote here the definition given in Notation 4.8 of the function choice(R), 
because at the present level of abstractness we cannot refer to the different fields uses 
by the protocol. The following definition of choice(R) only uses the dominates relation, 
and can therefore be applied to other protocols with the same higher-level properties. 
GivenaREADR, with W(l)=q(R,l),..., W(N) = q(R,N), define a set of indices 
I = choice(R) by the following procedure. 
1. I := {I};k := 1; 
2. FOR stage := 2 TO NO 
IF W(stage) dominates W(k) THEN (k := stage ; I := I U {k}); 
3. RETURN 1. 
We list now four groups of specifications that can hold for these relations in the system 
execution #. 
Specification for Q 
The function G is defined on the READS of register T in X. Q(R) is a WRITE 
onto T in 3’. 
omega.1 Value(R) = VaZue(Q(R)). 
omega.2 Q(R) -CX end(R). 
r = index(Q(R)) is called the return index of R. 
Specification for considers 
cons.1 For every i the function ci(X, i) satisfies the Bloom condition and is regular 
(see Lemma 4.4). 
cons.2 Let r be the return index of R, then q(R,r) <S O(R). 
Specification for the active indices 
For every READ R let r be the return index and define A(R) = choice(R) f~ { 1,. . . , r}. 
The set A(R) is called the set of active indices of R. 
active.1 r E A(R), so that r = max(A(R)). 
active.2 If r < max(choice(R)), and cl (R,r) cx R, then q(R,r) <X L?(R). 
Specification for normality 
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Let R be a READ and A(R) the set of active indices of R. 
1. We say that R is normal iff for every i < j, both in A(R), q(R,i) -CX end(q(R, j)). 
2. We say that R absorbs Q(R) iff begin(R) <X Q(R) ~2 end(R). (In such a case, 
we say that R is absorbing.) 
normality.1 If R is not normal, then R absorbs Q(R). 
normality.2 If R is not absorbing, and q(R, n) is such that for every 1 c n in choice(R), 
q(R, I) -CH cl(R, n), then n E choice(R) or the return index r is such that r < n 
and cr (R, r) < 2 G?(R). 
We have proved that the executions of our protocol satisfy, in fact, even stronger 
properties. Thus active.2 is weaker than 
active.2* If r < max(choice(R)), then cl(R, r) <X O(R) 
which holds in our protocol because if r < max(choice(R)), then it must be the case 
that R remarks r, and thence cl(R, r) <% c~(R,r) = Q(R). 
normality.1 was proved in Corollary 4.10; for if R is not normal then R must be in 
case 2, and hence R is absorbing. As for normality.2, we actualy proved in Lemma 
4.11 a much stronger statement which does not require that R is not absorbing, and 
concludes that n E choice(R). 
The reason we state weaker higher-level properties is to expand the range of appli- 
cations for proving atomicity. The time-efficient protocol will only satisfy these weak 
specifications, which imply atomicity as we are going to prove next. 
4.4. The specifications imply atomicity 
Theorem 4.13. Suppose that in system execution 2 there are four functions and a 
relation that satisfy the spectjications stated in the previous subsection. Then register 
T which is implemented by the WRITEIREAD events is atomic in X. 
Proof. Assume that the higher-level specifications of Section 4.6 hold in 2. It suffices 
to show that the Peterson-Bums axioms from Section 3.2 hold. 
Axiom 1 is part of omega.2 which explicitly state that Q(R) ~2 end(R). Value(R) = 
Value(Q(R)), by omega.1. 0 
Lemma 4.14. 52 is regular. 
Proof. Assume that Q(R) ~2 W < 2 R is in contradiction to the lemma. Let r = 
index(Q(R)) be the return index of R. cons.2 states that 
cr(R,r) <m Q(R) <X R. 
Now the regularity of cl (cons.1) implies that 
cl (R, r) = Q(R) (4.4) 
(or else cl(R, r) <# Q(R) -CZ R). Since cl(R, r) <JE” R, it follows from active.2 that 
r 2 max(choice(R)) and thus that 
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A(R) = choice(R). 
Observe now that Q(R) C&R implies that R does not absorb Q(R). (For other- 
wise, begin(R) <X Q(R) and then Q(R) ~51” R would imply Q(R) ~2 Q(R) which is 
impossible). Hence R is normal, by normality.1. 
For every three events X, Y, 2, if X <&end(Y) and Y <H end(Z), then X 
< p end(Z). Thus, by definition of normality cl(R, i) < pend(q (R, r)) = end(Q(R)). 
(By (4.4)) It follows now from our assumption that 
cl(R,i) ~2 W for every i E A(R) = choice(R). (4.5) 
Let n = index(W). Then, since W <x R, W <x cl(R,n) follows from the regu- 
larity of cl and seriality of Writer,. This, and (4.4), show that normality.2 can be 
applied. Since q(R, r) = Q(R) rules out the alternative consequence of normality.2, 
n E A(R) = choice(R) follows. But then (4.5) implies that cl(R,n) ~2 W CJEP R which 
is in contradiction to the regularity of cl (cons.1). 0 
Lemma 4.15. Axiom 3 (of Peterson and Burns) is a consequence of the specifications. 
Proof. Assume WI, W2 are WRITES by Writeri and Writerj respectively, and Wl = 
l&R/), for I= 1,2. Suppose that WI <z R2 and W2 <x RI. We will prove that i = j 
and WI = W2. 
Assume first that one of the READ, say RI, is absorbing. Then by definition 
begin(R1) ~2 WI ~2 end(R1). 
As W2 c# RI, W2 ~51” WI. But WI c~ R2 is in contradiction to the proven regularity 
of 52. 
So now assume that neither R1 nor R2 is absorbing, and hence that both are normal 
(normality.1). Let Al and A2 be the active indices of R1 and R2. Then i = max(A1) and 
j = max(Az), by active.1. We will prove that Al = Al. So that m = i = j is the return 
index of both RI and R2. Then, as WI and W2 are in Writer,,,, either WI ~2 W2 
or W2 ~2 WI or WI = W2. If, for example, WI ~2 W2, then WI <JE” W2 -c& R1 
contradicts the regularity of G?. Thus WI = W2 finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 4.16. For every n, n E Al ifs n E AZ, and for such n’s (in Al or in AZ) 
cl(Rl,n) = cl&n). 
Proof. Observe first that for every n E Al, the normality of RI, and the fact that i = 
max(Al), imply that cl(Rl,n) <~eend(cl(Rl,i)). Since cl(Rl,i) <ti WI (by cons.2), 
and as WI <xR2, 
cl(Rl,n) -c#“Rz for every n E Al. 
Similarly, q(R2, n) <X R1 can be deduced for n E AZ. 
(4-b) 
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The second part of the lemma can now be proved: to prove ci(Ri,n) = ci(Rz,n), 
for n E Ai n AZ, assume (for example) cr(Rl,n) <~cr(Rz,n). We observed that 
ci(R2, n) <x RI, but this is in contradiction to the regularity of cl(R1, n). 
Now let n be minimal to contradict the first part of the lemma: n E (Ai \&)U(A~\AI). 
Then n > 1. Assume for example n E A 1 \ AZ. Let k < n be maximal below n in Ai 
(or A2 - they are equal below n). Since k E A, n A,. 
cl(Rl,k) = cl(&,k). (4.7) 
By our assumption, n # AZ. We are going to prove that n # choice(Rz), but this will 
lead to a contradiction. 
Claim 4.17. For every m <n, m E A2 $f m E choice(R2). 
Proof. Since A2 C choice(R2) it suffices to prove that choice(Rz) n { 1,. . . , n} G AZ. As- 
sume for a moment that there exists an m E choice(R2) \ A2 such that m <n. Then 
m > k and it follows that k = max(A2) (for otherwise there is I E AZ, 1 > k, but 
then 1 >n>m, and since A2 is an initial segment of choice(Rz), m E AZ). Hence k is 
the return index of R2. Now, as k < m, active.2 implies that 
cr(Rz,k) <xW2). 
But 52(R2) = W2 <xR,, and hence q(Rl,k) = q(R2,k) ~2 W2 <#RI contradicts 
the regularity of cl. This proves the claim, and hence n $ choice(R2). Another conse- 
quence of this claim is that k is maximal in choice(R2) below n. 0 
As n E Al, q(Rl,n) dominates q(Rl,k), and by (4.7) 
q(Rl,n) dominates q(R2,k). 
By our first observation (4.6), as n E Al, 
W = q(R1,n)<sR2. 
Thus, by the regularity of cl, W <_p q(R2, n). If equality holds, then n E choice(R2) 
since Wdominates q(R2, k), and by the maximality of k. But this would contradict 
our claim 4.17. Hence 
W <tici(Rz,n). (4-g) 
By normality of RI, as k < n and both indices are in Al, cl(R1,k)cxend(cl(Rl,n)). 
Since q(Rl,k) = q(Rz,k), and as (4.8) holds, 
ci(Rz,k) <ticl(Rz,n) (4.9) 
follows. Since R2 is normal, ci(R2,1) <x end(q(R2, k)) holds for all 1 E A(R2) = A2 
such that 1 <k, and thus for all I E choice(R2) below n, by our Claim 4.17 above and 
the maximality of k. Thus 
q(R2, 1) ~51” q(Rz,n) holds for every 1 E choice(R2) below n. 
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Then by normality.2, since n $! choice(Ra), the return index, r, of Rz, is such that r < 
n (and hence r = k) and q(R2,k) ~2 Q(R2). But this is impossible, since G(R2) = 
W2 <#OR,, and q(R2,k) = cl(Rl,k) contradicts the regularity of cl. 
5. Time-efficient protocol 
A feature of the protocol of Section 4.2 is that the Readers do not write. In this 
aspect our protocol resembles the one of Israeli and Shaham [13], but differs from the 
protocol of Li et al. [16] which obtain better time-efficiency at the price of requiring 
the Readers to write. 
A measure of the time-complexity of a protocol can be defined recursively as fol- 
lows. Any read/write instruction has time-complexity 1, no matter how heavy the 
registers are. Computational steps, local assignments, or RETURN statements are not 
counted. The time-complexity of a sequence of instructions 41; 42; . . . ; $,, is the sum 
total of the time-complexities of all the +i’s. Finally, the time-complexity of an in- 
struction “FORALL k CONCURRENTLY DO &” is the maximal time-complexity of 
the instructions &‘s. 
The time-complexity of the WRITE protocol of Section 4.2 for example is four, 
because the N - 1 read instructions of line 1 are executed concurrently, and then there 
are three more read/write instructions executed serially. The time-complexity of the 
READ protocol is 2N - 1 (where N is the number of Writers). (But there are cases 
in which the execution takes only N reads - when Head( 1) is returned.) 
In the following time-efficient protocol the WRITE protocol has time-complexity 
four as above, but the READ protocol has an improved time-complexity of three. 
5.1. The data structure 
In the following, N is the number of writing processes, and M the number of readers. 
The type colour is now the set of integers {0,1,2,3,4,5}. 
bead-type(i) = RECORD 
message: message; 
phase: 0, 1,2; 
colour: ARRAY i + l.N OF colour; 
report: ARRAY l..i - 1 OF colour U{ *}; 
report_to-Readers: ARRAY 1.M OF (0, 1,2,3} U {*} 
END 
writer_to_writer = SET OF 4 colour. 
reader-to-writer = { 0, 1,2,3}. 
writer-to-reader = SET OF 2 values fi-om{O, 1,2,3}. 
The following registers are used: 
WW(n, i) for i < n <N, are regular and carry writer-to-writer values from Writer,, to 
Writeri. 
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Head(i) belongs to Writeri. It is atomic and carries head-type(i) values from Writeri 
to the Readers and to higher-indexed Writers. The initial value of the report-to- 
Readers[Z] field is *. 
WR(n, 1) for 1 <n<N, 1 d 1 GM, is regular, and it connects Writer, to Reader, with 
writer-to-reader values. 
RW(Z, n) for 1 <n <N, 1 < 1 GM, is regular, and it connects Reader, to Writer,, with 
reader-to-writer values. The initial value of this register is set to 1. 
The initial values of the variables is arbitrarily determined, except that initially oZdr[Z] # 
oZds[Z] holds, and new[n] = 0 (oZdr[Z] and oZds[Z] are local variables in every Writer, 
and new[n] is local in every Reader). For each register we assume an initial write; 
subsequent writes result from executions of the protocols. Any initial write precedes 
any read. 
5.2. The protocol 
The following choiceprocedure is similar to the one in Section 4.2. The parameters 
h[i] are of type head-type(i). The procedure returns the set I of all chosen indices. 
choiceprocedure (h[l], . . . , h[N]) 
1. w := 1;z := (1); 
2. FOR stage := 2 TO N DO 
IF h[w].colour[stage] = h[stage].report[w] THEN (w:= stage; add stage to I); 
3. RETURN I. 
WRZTE(of message a by Writeri) 
1. FORALLk,Z(l<Z<M,l<kdN andk#i)CONCURRENTLY 
DO (1.1, 1.2, 1.3) 
1.1 IF k < i THEN 
1.1.1 read(Head(k); h[k]); 
1.1.2 f[k] := h[k].colour[i]; 
write(WWi,k); {c[~l,~[kl,~[kl,fEkl}); 
c[k] := d[k]; d[k] := e[k]; e[k] := f[k]; 
1.1.3 read(Head(k); sh[k]); 
1.1.4 IF h[k].colour[i] = sh[k].colour[i] THEN head.report[k] := 
h[k].colour[i] ELSE head.report[k] := *; 
1.2 IF k > i THEN 
read(WW(k, i); ww[k]); 
Assign to head.colour[k] a colour not in ww[k] U head.colour[k]; 
1.3 1.3.1 read(RW(Z,i); r[Z]); 
1.3.2 write(WR(i, 1); {r[Z],oZds[Z]}); 
1.3.3 read( RW( I, i); s[Z]); 
1.3.4 IF oZdr[Z] = oZds[Z] = r[Z] = s[Z] 
THEN head.report_to_Readers[Z] := r[Z] 
ELSE head.report_to_Readers[ I] := * 
1.3.5 oZdr[Z] := r[Z]; oZds[Z] := s[Z]; 
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2. head.message := a; head.phase := head.phase +l (mod 3); 
3. write(Head(i); head). 
READ(by Reader!) 
1. FORALL n (l<n<N) CONCURRENTLY DO 
c[n] := new[n]; (* The initial value of new[n] is 0, and subsequent values are 
determined by the previous READ *) 
write(RW( 1, n); c[n]) 
2. CONCURRENTLY DO { 2.1, 2.2 } 
2.1 FORALL n (1 <n<N) CONCURRENTLY DO 
read(WR(n, I); wr[n]); 
Let new[n] E {0,1,2,3} be such that new[n] 6 wr[n] U {c[n]} 
(* this value of new[n] will be used in the next READ, in line 1 *); 
2.2 2.2.1 FORALL n (1 <n<N) CONCURRENTLY DO read(Head(n); h[n]); 
2.2.2 Z := choiceprocedure(h[l], . . . , h[N]); 
2.2.3 IF there is n E Z such that 
c[n] = h[n].report-to_Readers[l] 
THEN RETURN h[n].message for some such n; 
(* In this case, executing the RETURN command implies that 
2.2.42.2.6 will not be executed, but 2.1 is not effected. *) 
2.2.4 FORALL n (n E I) CONCURRENTLY DO read(Head(n);sh[n]); 
2.2.5 IF there is n E Z such that 
c[n] = sh[n].report_to_Readers[l] 
or 
h[n].colour # sh[n].colour 
or 
h[n].phase # sh[n].phase 
then let no be the least such n, otherwise no := max(Z); 
2.2.6 RETURN sh[nc].message. 
5.3. Functions and their simple properties 
We will prove here some simple properties of the protocol, which establish that the 
higher-level specifications of Section 4.5 hold, and thus, by the result of Section 4.6, 
the implemented register is atomic. 
As before Y and % denote a lower-level execution of the protocol and its higher- 
level view. The registers WW, RW, and WR are regular in 9, and the Head registers 
are assumed to be serial. 
Each of the processes Writer, and Reader, is assumed to be serial. 
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The functions cl and cz are defined as before, but now we cannot deduce the prop- 
erties that relyed on the assumed order of reads in the first and second cycles, since 
the reads in each cycle are executed concurrently. 
The dominance relation on the WRITE events in 2 is defined by 
W dominates V 
iff 
i = index(V) < j = index(W) and Head( V).colour[j] = Head( W).report[i]. 
We are going to prove now the equivalent of Lemma 4.6. 
Lemma 5.1. If W dominates V, then V <X end(W) or W+++ <X end( V). 
Proof. The difference between this and Lemma 4.6 is that here we have W+++ while 
there we only had W++. The need for this stronger property will be explained later. 
Notice that in line 1.1.2 of the WRITE four values are written onto Ww, rather than 
three as in the previous protocol. Thus, if U is in Writeri and in reading Head(k), 
in executing line 1.1.1, the value h[k] was found, then h[k].colour[i] is written onto 
WW(i,k), not only by U, but also by Ui, U++, and U+++. 
To prove the lemma, assume that W dominates V, i = index(V), and j = index(W). 
Then i < j and Head(V).colour[j] = Head( W).report[i], by definition. 
Thus x = Head( W).report[i] is not *, and hence the two reads, r<gps, in W of 
Head(i) (executing lines 1.1.1 and 1.1.3) returned the same colour x in field colourb]. 
The argument is so similar to that of Lemma 4.6 that we are much less formal now. 
If it is not the case that V < Hend( W), then necessarily V, = [o(s)] -C&V. V, = V 
is not possible, because (as determined in line 1.2) the colourlJ fields of successive 
writes are different. So V: <pV, It follows that s <XV and in reading wW(j, i) (in 
executing line 1.2) V finds either the value of W or that of a later WRITE by Writerj. 
But all the writes onto wW(‘j,i) by W, W+, W++, and W+++ contain the colour x. 
Thus it is the value of a WRITE that comes after Wf++ that the read of wWg’,i) 
in V returns, and hence W+++ < pend( V) follows. 0 
The READ protocol consists of two parts, corresponding to lines 1 and 2, and 
executed in that order. The first part is a concurrent execution of writes onto the 
registers RW(l,n). The values for these writes were determined by the previous READ 
in Readerr (or by an initial assignment of 0, in case of the first READ in Reader/). 
This trick, by which each READ prepares the values for the following READ, enables 
the reduction of the time-complexity of the READ protocol to three. 
The second part of the READ (line 2) consists of two concurrent subprocesses 
corresponding to lines 2.1 and 2.2. The first determines the values new[n] which will 
be used by the following READ in executing its first part. The second subprocess 
contains two cycles of concurrent reads of the Head registers. 
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Look now at line 2.2 of the READ protocol and notice its new mode of re- 
turning: when c[n] = h[n].report_to_Readers[l] (in the first cycle) or when c[n] = 
sh[n].report_to_Readers[l] (in the second cycle). We say that R returns by “reporting” 
if this mode of return happens. The other two modes of returning are very similar to 
the previous protocol: either by remarking some index n E I, or by returning the max- 
imal index in I. We say that R remarks n iff in executing 2.2.5 for n E I, either the 
second or the third possibility occurs: That is, h[n] differs from sh[n] in fields colour 
or phase. Clearly, in case R does not return by reporting, if, for some n, R remarks n, 
then the least such n is the return index, and cl(R, n) <#c~(R,n) = Q(R). We say in 
this case that R returns by remarking. 
We will prove in the following lemma that when R returns by reporting, then 
R absorbs Q(R). 
Definition 5.2. If R E Reader/ and W E Writer,, are such that 
RW(l,n)(R) = Head( W).report_to-Readers[I] 
then we say W reports R. 
(Recall our convention, by which RW(I, n)(R) denotes the value of register RW(I,n) 
as written by R, and Haad denotes the value of Head as written by W. R and W 
could either be initial events, and then these are the initial values of the registers, or 
else executions of the protocols.) 
Lemma 5.3. If W= cl (R, n) or W= cz(R, n) is such that W reports R, then R absorbs 
W(i.e., begin(R) -CM W c # end(R)). 
Proof. Assume R and W satisfy the premise of the lemma. Let 1 = index(R). The 
relation W < xend(R) is the condition of Bloom, which follows, as before, from the 
fact that the write onto Head is the last event of any WRITE execution (and since 
the Head registers are assumed to be serial in 9). 
Our choice of initial values implies that W is not the initial write in Writer,, because 
the field report_to_Readers[1] of Head(n) is initially *. Similarly, W is not the first 
WRITE execution, because the initial condition oldr[l] # ola!s[l] implies that in line 
1.3.4 the value * is assinged to 
head.report-to-Readers [I] 
in the first WRITE. So let W- be the WRITE event in Writer,, just preceding W. 
Let ro and SO be the first and second reads in W- of RW(Z,n), that is, the reads 
corresponding to lines 1.3.1 and 1.3.3, and let wo be the write onto WR(n, 1) in W-, 
in executing 1.3.2. Let rl <y w1 <y s1 be the corresponding reads and write in W. 
Let t be the write in R onto RW(l,n) (corresponding to line 1 if R is an execution 
of the READ protocol, and the initial write otherwise). We will show that t $ys~, 
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thereby proving that begin(R) <H W (because if X < JYO R, then X <Z t 4, SO < JY” W 
implies X <x W). 
Assume to the contrary that SO <Y t. Then R is not the initial event (which must 
precede any read) and S = [O(Q)] < #R. We assumed in the lemma that W reports R. 
Thus Value(t) = c[n](R) = Head(W).report_to_Readers[l]. The value of this field of 
head was determined by W in line 1.3.4, and since it is not *, the following equality 
may be deduced: 
VuZue(t) = Value(q) = Vt.7Zue(sl) = VaZue(ro) = VuZue(s0). (5.1) 
Let a E (0, 1,2,3} denotes this common value. 
We have seen that SC&R. Let S+ be the successor of S in Reader/. Could it be 
that S+ = R? We claim not. Because the values written onto RW(l,n) by two succes- 
sive Reader, events are different, this case would contradict the equality Value(t) = 
Vulue(so) of (5.1). Hence S+ <#R. 
Let Ro be the Reader1 event preceding R (so that Rt = R). Since S+ <mR, S < HRO 
and Ro is an execution of the protocol. [&SO)] = S implies that SO &,u, where ZJ is the 
write onto RW(Z,n) in Ro. 
Let now q be the read in Ro of register WR(n, Z), executed in line 2.1. Then 
new[n](Ro) is chosen not in Value(q). Since R is the successor of Ro, 
a = Value(t) # V&e(q). 
Since wo < 9 SO 4, u <y q, wo < y q. Hence wo < sp w(q). 
Let V = [co(q)]. Each of the possibilities W- = V, W = Y, W+ = V is ruled out 
because, otherwise, a E Value(q) follows. Hence W++ +XR~, which implies W+ < XR 
(as W+ <x W++ and Ro <xR), in contradiction to W = cl(R,n) or W = cz(R,n). •i 
Lemma 5.4. Let r be the return index of R, and A(R) = Z(R)rl{ 1,. . . , r} be the set of 
active indices. If i < j are adjacent in choice(R), then either cl(R,i)<~end(cl(R, j)) 
or R returns by reporting (and then R absorbs Q(R) by the previous lemma). 
Proof. Assume that i, j E A(R) are adjacent. Since cl(R, j) dominates cl(R, i), if it is 
not the case that cl(R,i)<tiend(cl(R,j)), then cl(R,j)+++ <#end(cl(R,i) (by Lemma 
5.1). 
Let ut and uz be the first cycle reads of Head(i) and Head(j) respectively in R. By 
definition of cl, cl(R,i) = [o(ul)], and cl(R,j) = [o(u~)]. The seriality of Head(i) 
implies that cl(R,i)<~ul and hence cl(R, j)+++ <XZQ. The seriality of Head(j) im- 
plies that u2 <&end(cl(R, j)+), and hence u2 < &cl(R, j)++ can be deduced. 
Let t be the write in R onto RW(I, j) ( w h ere 1 = index(R)), and let v be the second- 
cycle read in R of Head(j) (unless 2.2.3 materializes and in this case R returns by 
reporting, the second-cycle reads are executed in R). Since t < 942, and u1 < YV 
t =c #“cl (R, j)++ < JYD CI (R, j)“’ < 2 v. 
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This implies that both of cz(R,j) = [w(o)] and its predecessor in Writerj, in their reads 
of RW(l,j), obtain the value written by t. Hence cz(R,j) reports R. This implies that 
R returns by reporting. 0 
Except for normality.2, all the higher-level specifications of Section 4.5 can be de- 
duced from our discussion so far: active.2 is a consequence of Lemma 5.3 as follows. 
Assume the premisses of active.2, but that it is not the case that q(R,r) <~a” Q(R). 
Then q(R,r) = Q(R) = cz(R,r). Since r < max(choice(R)), then either R return by 
remarking or R returns by reporting. In the first case, cl(R,r) <~cz(R,r) = G!(R), 
but the second case contradicts the assumption q(R, r) -CX R made in active.2. In- 
deed, in the second case Lemma 5.3 claims that R absorbs Q(R), which contradicts 
ci(R,r) <_wR. 
To prove normality.1, observe that if R is not normal, then there must be two 
adjacent i < j in A(R) for which it is not the case that 
Hence, by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.3, R absorbs Q(R). 
The following lemma demonstrates that normality.2 holds too. 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose R is not absorbing, and W = q(R,n) is such that for the max- 
imal k < n in choice(R), cl (R, k) < 51” W. Then either n E choice(R) or R remarks k. 
Proof. Let V = q(R, k). Let r ~9s be the first and second reads in W of Head(k), 
executed in lines 1.1.1 and 1.1.3. Since V<sW, V <*[[o(s)]. If V = [o(s)], then 
V = [w(r)] and it follows that W dominates V. In this case, n E choice(R). So assume 
V <JE” [w(s)], and hence 
V+ < 2 end(W). (5.2) 
Let now to and tl be (respectively) the first-cycle and second-cycle reads in R of 
Head(k). Since the reads of the second-cycle follow those of the first (and as W = 
cl(R, n)) W -CH tl, and hence V+ ~2 tl (by 5.2). Thus we have the following two 
possibilities: 
1. V+ = [o(tl )] or Y++ = [o(tl)]. Then R remarks k, because the phase numbers 
of V, Vf, and V++ are different. 
2. V++ <y[o(tl)]. Since V = [o(to)], to <#end(P). Thus to ~51” V++ <# 
V+++ ~2 tl, and it follows that cz(R, k) reports R. Hence R is absorbing, by Lemma 
5.3, which contradicts our assumption. q 
6. Conclusion 
Concurrent executions, even of short protocols, can be difficult to understand, and 
there is a need for some methodology to represent and prove the correctness of proto- 
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~01s. I hope to contribute to this in advocating a clear separation between the protocol 
on one hand and its crucial properties that are used in the correctness proof on the 
other hand. 
The correctness proof of each protocol presented here is clearly separated into levels; 
the higher levels do not mention the protocol at all, but deal with relations, functions 
and higher-level specifications which are used to derive the desired atomic@. The 
lowest level deals with the protocol as little as required to prove that the higher-level 
specifications indeed hold. In my experience, this separation induces better and leaner 
protocols. For example, one can ask whether the WRITE protocol of Section 4.2 can 
be improved by allowing the reads of line 1.2 to be concurrent not only with the reads 
of line 1.1 but also with the write and read of lines 3 and 4. Now, if the designer of an 
algorithm has to rework the whole proof whenever a possible improvement is checked, 
then probably fewer improvements will be made. But here one has only to check that 
the specifications of Section 4.5 hold in order to assert that the improved version works. 
In our case, the same proofs establish that all of the higher-level specifications hold for 
this improved protocol. The interested reader may find in item [3] another application 
of this method of proof. 
It is not easy to compare different protocols, because small changes in the assump- 
tions can lead to different solutions, and it is not clear what should be the basis of 
such a comparison. Moreover, in order to understand the nature of communication, a 
variety of examples of protocols is needed and a classification of which according to 
their structure and higher-level properties. Therefore, any protocol that uses new ideas 
may be important. This is so for practical reasons as well: It is not very probable that 
any of the protocols in this area will be applied and used as is; however, there is the 
possibility that ideas will have some application, and a protocol that in some aspect is 
not as good as another, may nevertheless use a good and applicable idea. 
Two types of implementation of atomic registers are investigated here: In the first 
the Readers do not write, and in the second they do. Accordingly, we will compare 
in Table 1 our two protocols, from Sections 4 and 5, to the protocols of Israeli and 
Shaham [13] (IS in the table), and of Li et al. [15] (LTV in the table). (Of course, 
we compare our protocols to the protocols that use l-to-n registers; the main results 
in IS and LTV are implementations that use one-to-one registers.) In the table, w is 
the number of Writers, r the number of Readers, n = w + r, and c denotes constants 
that do not depend on the number of processes. 
The history of this paper is as follows. An earlier version of my protocol was 
obtained in the summer of 1987 and different manuscripts were circulated. When the 
Israeli and Shaham [ 131 paper was brought to my attention, I noticed some similarity 
between the two protocols. Specifically, the use of the choice function is a central 
ingredient in both protocols (they call it “frontal branch”). By a clever and original 
use of the choice function, Israeli and Shaham obtain a protocol in which the writer 
reports only on one writer (instead of reporting a vector of values as in my older 
protocol), thus achieving a reduced space complexity. Adopting this idea I modified 
my protocol, and it is this newer version which is presented here. It is quite similar 
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Table 1. 
Silent Readers Writing Readers 
IS Section 4 LTV Section 5 
Reader space 0 0 C.?J 4 
time 3w 2w - 1 4 3 
Writer space 6logw+c 3logw+c c.n C.tl 
time w+2 4 5 4 
to the older protocol and in particular both share the same higher-level properties and 
have the same time complexity, but the space complexity is now improved. 
The second protocol, the time efficient version of Section 5, was obtained in 1994 
after discussing with J. Tromp the fact that time-optimal protocols can be obtained if 
the readers write as well. Several improvements that he suggested were incorporated 
in this paper. 
In our protocols, we rely on some of Peterson and Burns [18] ideas and concepts 
(and thus indirectly also on Bloom [7] which has infhrenced their work). See also 
Schaffer [20] where errors in the protocol of Peterson and Burns [18] are corrected. 
The protocol in Vitanyi and Awerbuch [22] has been found to be incorrect (see the 
errata from 1987), however a natural feature of their protocol appears in our protocol 
(and surely in every protocol for this problem), namely that the readers have to consider 
(i.e., to read) the writers in turn. Our use of the remarks relation is a generalization 
of a similar concept in Li and Vitanyi [ 161. The main idea of our protocols (the use 
of the choice function, as explained in Section 4) is original, but its use not only by 
the reader but also by the writer is suggested by Israeli and Shaham [13]. 
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